
BRIGHT IDEAS™ CD-ROM CONTENTS

80 images in both B&W and color.  Bright Ideas™ images come in three formats:  PCX, TIFF, 
and EPS.  These images have been grouped together for easy access, as you will see in the 
directory structure below.  
NOTE:  Bright Ideas™ magazine images marked with TIFF  will not have EPS copies.   This is 
only done with highly detailed images.

Backgrounds (CD-ROM BONUS). A special bonus in each issue for CD-ROM subscribers only!  
Ten Really Cool Backgrounds!  These backgrounds are pre-made for you in Photoshop.  Why 
take the time to build new ones, when you will have a set of backgrounds at your fingertips?  Your
friends will be impressed and your clients will thank you.
Note: Backgrounds with an L in the filename were saved in a lower resolution. The H represents 
higher resolution.  If you are low on memory please use the files marked with an L.

Image Index (CD-ROM BONUS). A list of images sorted by topic. You may import the catalog 
into any word processor and search by topic e.g. MAN -Child - girl.  You will find this ASCII 
formatted text file in the \INDEX directory.

8 unique typefaces.  Bright Ideas™ fonts come in two formats:  PostScript Type 1, and 
TrueType.  Please refer to the directory structure below for location.  Also note that #### is the 
font identification number that we have assigned to a particular font.  Please refer to Bright 
Ideas™ magazine for the font and it's corresponding number.

Multimedia with 6 Animation & 15 Musical Sound-Tracks.  
Animation’s can be viewed using the Dave’s Flic Viewer.  

3D MODELS
Five 3D models available as wire-frame files.  Each file is saved in DXF
format and can be imported into most 3D imaging programs.



The Musical Sound-Tracks are in MOD format.  We have provided a Shareware program for 
playing these files.  Using the MS File Manager (or any program launcher) move to the MOD sub-
directory and launch the WMP.EXE program.  Using the FILE and OPEN option you will be able 
to select any of the 15 MODS to queue for playing. 

Software reviews from Bright Ideas™ magazines DTP Reviews.  From time to time we will 
provide you with evaluation copies of software reviewed in our DTP Reviews.  Look inside the \
REVIEWS directory for these programs.  

SHAREWARE UTILITIES
These utilities are a wide assortment of programs that are sure to help you in your graphic/layout 
needs.

Shareware Utilities (All new/updated programs)
A wide assortment of programs that are sure to help you in your graphic/layout 
needs. 

EnVision Publisher
by Software Vision
Why spend hundreds of dollars or more for desktop publishing software when
EnVision is such an excellent program!  This is a true WYSIWGY, full-featured
desktop publishing application!

Font Monster
by Leaping Lizards
The ultimate TrueType and Type 1 font utility!  Whether you're a font novice
or a font nerd, this is a "must have".  If you've got font troubles, then
you haven't got Font Monster.  Requires Windows v3.1.

Image Gallery
by Alchemy MindWorks
Organize you images the easy way!  This handy tool will help you track large 
collections of images.  

Graphic Workshop
by Alchemy MindWorks
What do you want to do with your graphics?  How about convert, print, view, 
dither, transform, flip, rotate, scale, crop, color adjust, or add special
effects?  This program does it all and supports all the major graphic formats.

ThumbsPlus



by Cerious Software
Everything at your fingertips!  Create thumbnail catalogs of all your clip 
art, wall paper and electronic art.  Supports just about every image format
you can imagine!  This one's hot!  Requires MS Windows.

CD-ROM DIRECTORY STRUCTURE

NOTE: 3D wire-frame objects can be found in the 3DMODELS directory.


